November-December 2012
Adoption Spotlight

Animal Rescue Highlight
This mynah bird was found with his head stuck
between the ventilation slats at the ceiling of Sengkang
MRT station on 3 December. Our Animal Rescue
Officers hurried to the location during the morning
rush hour. With team work and a gentle touch, they
managed to extricate the unfortunate bird. The bird
was subsequently sent to the Jurong Bird Park for
treatment and recuperation.
Inspectorate - Case Highlight
This heavily matted dog was found abandoned at the
void deck of Blk 544 Bedok North St 3, in a closed
cardboard box, which was taped up with minimal
ventilation. It had a huge tumour-like growth on its
front and had one front leg missing. We put up requestfor-information posters, but have received none to date.
A very kind soul has since taken on the responsibility of
caring for the dog for the remainder of its days.
Education
Over the year end school holidays, we were busy
bees at Woodlands Library creating awareness
amongst the young members of Discover Club.
Participants learnt about responsible pet ownership,
how to prevent cruelty to animals, how to make a
simple cat and dog origami and recited a pledge to
always be responsible pet owners. What an
awesome group! Want to organise something
similar? Email educationpr@spca.org.sg!

Fifi is a cat. What does
that mean? It means she
knows she is beautiful
and lovely and expects
you to know it too; she
wants to be left to snooze
away the day anywhere
in the house she pleases;
she will tell you when
she wants affection and
you will give it to her; as
a 4-year-old Persian, she
will need daily grooming
and may reward you
with a bit of purring; and
many other adorable
kitty things! If you're
willing and able to be a
feline connoisseur and
fulfil your cat-loving
potential, come down
soon! Fifi's waiting for
you, but don't make her
wait too long!

Shelter
Happy Ending
This is our second adoption in six months and we can't tell you how much joy
and peace this little kitten has brought us. Previously known as Vay, Nonie is her
new name, as she is the little sister to Louis, (original name Fuzz). Both are
adopted kittens and adjusted so fast. In fact, they've taken over the home—they
sleep in the beds and each has their own character that makes us laugh everyday.
We thank you all for bringing "these kids" into our lives! —Greg O'Neil

Events
External Sales Venues
Get your hands on lots of great SPCA merchandise like our cool beans "Friends
for Life" cap ($8) on the right, two new t-shirt designs, our Designer Range, caps,
post-its and more!
Parkway Parade: 26 & 27 January (11am-7pm), in front of UOB Bank
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